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Fonds Description

Anthony Scott fonds. – 1942-2013.
8.65 m of textual materials.
ca. 200 b&w photographs.
1 CD.

Biographical Sketch

Anthony Scott was born on August 2, 1923 in Vancouver. He received a Bachelor of Commerce in 1946, and a Bachelor of Arts in 1947, both from the University of British Columbia. He received a Master of Arts from Harvard University in 1949, and a Doctorate from the London School of Economics in 1953. The title of his dissertation was, "The Economics of Natural Resource Conservation." In 1953, Scott joined the Department of Economics at the University of British Columbia where he remained until his retirement in 1989. He attained the rank of full professor in 1961, and from 1967 to 1971, was chair of the department. Scott was also the recipient of several honours and awards. He is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada, received an Honourary Doctorate from the University of Guelph in 1980, and became an Officer of the Order of Canada in 1982. In 1987, he received the Innis-Gerin Medal. In 1992 he was granted an honorary degree by UBC.

Scott's research interests developed in three areas: the economics of federalism, federal-provincial relations, and the problems of regionalism; the economics of natural resources, particularly as it relates to mining, energy and fishery problems; and the organization of international environmental coordination. He also studied the economics of the development of private tenures of mineral, timber, water resources and fisheries.

Throughout his career, Scott spent extended periods on leave at Chicago, Harvard and the Australian National University. He also participated in several government commissions:

- 1955-56 - Royal Commission on Canada’s Economic Prospects (Gordon Commission);
- 1966-71 - Member, National Advisory Council on Water Resources Research;
- 1968-72 - Canadian Commissioner, International Joint Commission under the U.S.-Canada Boundary Water Treaty;
- 1971-75 - Advisor, Environment Directorate of the O.E.C.D. in Paris;
- 1970s - Coordinator, Programme in Natural Resource Economics at U.B.C.;
• 1982-84 - Royal Commission on Economic Union and Development Prospects for Canada (McDonald Commission);
• 1982-86 - Editor, Canadian Public Policy/Analyse de Politiques.

Scope and Content
The fonds consists of correspondence, publication manuscripts and off-prints, lecture and course notes and research files. The records offer extensive evidence of Scott’s activities of teaching, research, publications and involvement with various government economic commissions. Also included are photographs (most of which are included in two scrapbooks), and a CD containing digital versions of much of Scott’s written work since 1980.

Notes
File list available.

The records were received by the University Archives in two accessions: from Scott himself in 1990, and by his family in 2014.

Titles taken from files, if not identified by documents.
Series Descriptions

**Correspondence series.** -- 1951-2013.
2.4 m of textual materials.

Series consists of incoming and copies of outgoing correspondence. Series includes correspondence regarding miscellaneous issues, publications, publication reviews, and speeches to community groups. Series contains seven subseries: Miscellaneous Correspondence, Publication Correspondence, Early Book Reviews, Public Lecture to Community Groups, Subject Files, Reference Letters, and Outgoing Correspondence subseries.

Series is arranged roughly in chronological order by date of creation, or date of receipt if noted.

**Course Notes series.** -- 1942-1965.
59 cm of textual materials.

Series consists of lecture notes of courses taken by Scott as a student at U.B.C., Harvard, and London School of Economics. Series also includes lecture notes taken while on sabbatical at Cambridge University in 1959-60. Series contains five subseries: UBC Undergraduate Courses, Harvard Graduate Courses, London School of Economics Graduate Courses, Cambridge University Sabbatical, and University of Chicago Sabbatical subseries.

Series is arranged in chronological order.

1.36 m of textual materials.

Series consists of course outlines, correspondence, and notes pertaining to lectures given by Scott at UBC and the London School of Economics. Series contains three subseries: London School of Economics, UBC, and Extension Courses subseries.

Series is arranged by course number.

2.66 m of textual materials.

Series consists of memoranda, undergraduate and PhD thesis materials, reports, correspondence, bibliographies, and conference proceedings pertaining to projects and consultations carried out by Scott.
**UBC Administration series.** – 1953-2012.
44 cm of textual materials.

Series consists of reports, research notes, correspondence, and minutes of meetings pertaining to Scott’s involvement with the President’s Report re: Student Enrollment (1953-1954), the Senate Committee on Courses with Large Enrollments (1954-1955), the Committee to Consider a Division of the Faculty of Arts and Science (1962), the President’s Advisory Committee on Campus Enhancement (PACCE) (1998-2012), and.

Formerly known as the UBC Administrative Committees series.

13 cm of textual materials.

Series consists of diaries marking Scott’s daily appointment schedule.

**Miscellaneous Items series.** – 1936-2012.
25 cm of textual materials.
ca. 200 photographs.

Series consists of reports, report cards, examinations, correspondence, newspaper clippings, two scrapbooks (with photographs) documenting travel by Scott and his friends in 1948, awards and honours bestowed on Scott, tributes and obituaries regarding his colleagues, and a speech pertaining to Scott’s early education, undergraduate research and activities, and his appointments at UBC.

82 cm of textual materials.
1 CD.

Series consists of copies of Scott’s scholarly articles, and includes manuscripts, journal off-prints, publications with his works, and related correspondence. They are included in both paper and (on the CD) in digital format.

Series is arranged in chronological order.
File List

BOX 1

A. CORRESPONDENCE, 1951-1990

A.1 Miscellaneous Correspondence, 1980-89
   Professional, administrative and personal correspondence, that includes
   reports, invoices, and letters of reference.

A.1.1 Correspondence, 1980 1-1
A.1.2 Correspondence, 1981-82 1-2 to 4
A.1.3 Correspondence, 1983 1-5 to 6
A.1.4 Correspondence, 1984 1-7 to 9
A.1.5 Correspondence, 1985 1-10 to 13
A.1.6 Correspondence, 1986 1-14 to 16
A.1.7 Correspondence, 1987 1-17 to 19
A.1.8 Correspondence, 1988 1-20 to 23
A.1.9 Correspondence, 1989 1-24 to 25

BOX 2

A.2 Publication Correspondence, 1951-90
   Includes correspondence with publishers, critiques from colleagues,
   conference proceedings, drafts of papers, and final published off-prints from
   publishers. Some papers were never published. Some files include only off-
   prints. Arranged in chronological order by year. Files for each year are
   arranged in alphabetical order by title of paper or conference.

A.2.1 1951-52 Publications 2-1 to 2
   Bibliography of Applications of Mathematical Statistics to Economics, 1943-49
   The Evaluation of Federal Grants
A.2.2 1953 Publications 2-3 to 4
   Bibliography of Applications of Mathematical Statistics to Economics,
   Supplement for 1950
   Notes on User Costs
A.2.3 1954-55 Publications 2-5 to 6
   Conservation Policy and Capital Theory
   The Fishery: The Objectives of Sole Ownership
A.2.4 1956 Publications 2-7 to 8
National Wealth and Natural Wealth
The Trader's Behaviour in the Market Period
A.2.5 1957 Publications 2-9
Canada's Reproducible Wealth
A.2.6 1958-59 Publications 2-10 to 12
Optimal Utilization and the Control of Fisheries
Resourcefulness and Responsibility
Fishery Statistics in the North Atlantic Area
A.2.7 1960 Publications 2-13
Taxation as a Tool for Accomplishing Social Objectives in Forest Management
A.2.8 1961 Publications 2-14 to 17
Columbia River Agreement
Equitable Compensation in International River Basin Development
Government Policy and Public Lands
Policy for Crude Oil
A.2.9 1962 Publications 2-18 to 22
Development of Extractive Industries
Economics of Regulating Fisheries
Electrical Energy in B.C.
A.2.10 1964 Publications 2-23 to 26
The first paper includes a critique by Pierre Elliot Trudeau.
The Economic Goals of Federal Finance
Financing Resource Development
Natural Resources and Economic Growth
Economic Research in Canada
A.2.11 1965 Publications 2-27 to 33
Fisheries Development and National Economic Development
McGill Conference: The Changing Canada Federalism, Its Main Directions
Policy for Declining Regions: A Theoretical Approach
Review--Federal Aid to Depressed Areas
The Valuation of Game Resources: Some Theoretical Aspects
Welfare Implications of the Emigration of Human Capital
A.2.12 1966 Publications 2-34 to 40
The Cost of U.S. College Student Exchange Programs
Economic Decisions About Pollution Control
Federal Policy Directions in the Management of Natural Resources in Canada
The Immigration of Scientists and Engineers to the United States, 1949-61
The International Flow of Human Capital
The International Migration of Canadian Economists
Liberal Party Conference: Resources and Energy

A.2.13 1967 Publications 2-41 to 45
Determinants of Migration: The Highly Skilled
The Recruitment and Migration of Canadian Social Scientists
Review--The Columbia River Treaty
Second Century Week Seminar: The Brian Drain
Theory of the Mine Under Conditions of Certainty

A.2.14 1968 Publications 2-46 to 48
Conservation: Economic Aspects
The Economist and the 'New' Conservation
The International Flow of Human Capital: Reply

A.2.15 1969 Publications 2-49 to 50
The International Movement of Human Capital: Canadian Economists
Investing and Protesting

A.2.16 1970 Publications Box 2-51 to 56
The Brain Drain: Is a Human-Capital Approach Justified?
Economic Effects of Changing Technology and Pollution in a Hostile Climate
Economic Obstacles to Marine Development
International Rivers Reconsidered
The Problem of Achieving Efficient Regulation of a Fishery
Remarks--Implications for the Environment of Regional Development

A.2.17 1971 Publications 2-57 to 59
Brain Drain in Historical Perspective
Review--The Growth of Government Spending in Canada
Transatlantic and North American International Migration

BOX 3

A.2.18 1972 Publications 3-1 to 3
Comment--Canadian Nationalism, Americanization and Scholarly Values
Notes on a Western Viewpoint
Water Allocation in British Columbia: An Economic Assessment of Public Policy

A.2.19 1973 Publications 3-4
The Defence of Federalism, or the Attack on Unitary Government

A.2.20 1974 Publications 3-5 to 6
Fisheries, Pollution and Canadian-American Transnational Relations
Water Management in Ontario: An Economic Evaluation of Public Policy
A.2.21 1975 Publications  3-7 to 10
Comment--Overlapping Federal and Provincial Claims on Mineral Revenues
Comment--The Problem of Timing in Resource Development
A Diagramatic Microeconomic Theory of Income Distribution and Redistribution
The Economist and Federalism in Environmental Management

A.2.22 1976 Publications  3-11 to 18
Can Orthodox Economics Understand and Explain Government?
Canada-United States: Environmental Relations
The Cost of Contemporary Logging
Economic Aspects of Canada-United States Environmental Issues
Natural Resource Revenues: A Test of Federalism
The Revolutionary Tradition in Canadian and American Society: Economic Aspects
Transfrontier Pollution: Are New Institutions Necessary?
Transfrontier Pollution and Institutional Choice

A.2.23 1977 Publications  Box 3-19 to 28
The Assignment Problem in Federal Structures
The Brain Drain: Determinants, Measurement and Welfare Effects
An Economic Approach to the Federal Structure
How Much Centralization?
The I.J.C. After 5 Years
Jurisdiction Over Natural Resource Development and Revenues
Obituary: Harry Gordon Johnson
Resource Rent: How Much and For Whom?
Review--Structure and Properties of a Wilderness Travel Simulator
Who Should Get Natural Resource Revenues?

A.2.24 1978 Publications  3-29 to 31
Central Government Claims to Mineral Revenues
Management of Oil and Gas Resources in Alberta: An Economic Evaluation of Public Policy
Review--Taxing the Brain Drain, and Brain Drain and Taxation

A.2.25 1979 Publications  3-32 to 37
Alberta Heritage Fund: What the Fund Can Do
Canada's Transnational and International Environmental Relations
Constituent Assemblies and the Assignment of Functions
Development of Economic Theory on Fisheries Regulation
Is the Government the Guardian of Future Generations?
The Rationale for Regional Policies
A.2.26 1980 Publications 3-38 to 42
Alternative Policies Towards Frontier Mining Projects with Adverse Social Consequences
Can the I.J.C. Concept be Strengthened to Deal with Future Western Border Issues?
Conditions for Cooperation on Joint Projects by Independent Jurisdictions
Costs of Learning About the Environmental Damage of Mining Projects
Divided Jurisdiction Over Natural-Resource Revenues

A.2.27 1981 Publications 3-43 to 44
Proceedings—Committee on Federal-Provincial Fiscal Arrangement

A.2.28 1982 Publications 3-45
Regulation and the Location of Jurisdictional Powers: The Fishery

A.2.29 1983 Publications 3-46 to 47
Money and Our Environment
Property Rights and Wrongs

A.2.30 1984 Publications 3-48 to 49
Acid Rain, the I.J.C., Certificates and the Principles of International Negotiation
Hearings—Royal Commission on the Economic Union and Development Prospects for Canada

A.2.31 1985 Publications 3-50 to 53
The Economics of Fisheries Management
The Economics of Water Export Policy
Une evaluation de la rente potentielle des sites hydro-électriques au Canada
The State and Property: Water Rights in Western Canada

A.2.32 1986 Publications 3-54 to 57
The Canadian-American Problem of Acid Rain
Catch Quotas and Shares in the Fishstock as Property Rights
Biography of Martin Faustmann
Review—Managing the Legacy by Economic Council of Canada

A.2.33 1987 Publications 3-58 to 60
Managing Development
Tax Harmonization in the Comparison of Federal and Other States
Wiseman on Federalism: A Critical Comment
A.2.34  1988 Publications  4-1 to 3
A.P.P.A.M Conference: Market Solutions to Open-Access, Commercial Fisheries Problems
Development of Property in the Fishery
Transfrontier Pollution: Cooperative and Noncooperative Solutions

A.2.35  1989 Publications  4-4 to 6
Conceptual Origins of Rights Based Fishing
Economics of Fishery Management in the Pacific Islands Region
Natural Resources in a High-Tech Economy: Scarcity Versus Resourcefulness

A.2.36  1990 Publications  4-7
Constitution and Institutions: A Comment on Ostrom

A.3 Early Publication Reviews, 1950-1964  4-8 to 9
Includes correspondence, drafts and final copies of reviews. Arranged in chronological order. Scott arranged later reviews with the publication correspondence, in the Publications Correspondence A.2., and in the Public Lectures A.4.

A.4 Public Lectures to Community Groups, 1953-70
Includes correspondence and drafts of speeches on economic matters given to various community groups. Also includes newspaper clippings of the event, and occasional articles to general publications, such as The Canadian Forum. Arranged in chronological order by year, and sub-divided in alphabetical order by name of organization or conference. Lecture titles are included in quotation marks, if given.

A.4.1  1953 Lectures  4-10 to 12
B.C. Chambers of Commerce, "Taxation of Crown Properties"
Social Education Life College
Tri-Service Senior Officers' Seminar: European Integration,"Economic Factors"

A.4.2  1954 Lectures  4-13 to 17
Abbotsford Extension, "National Product and Natural Products"
"Anthony Scott Odyssey"
"Is Britain Too Solid?"
U.N. Association, "Germany Since the War"
World University Service, International Summer University

A.4.3  1956 Lectures  4-18
Laval University, "Canadian Natural Resource Policy"
A.4.4 1957 Lectures  4-19 to 25
B.C. Chambers of Commerce, "How to Utilise Our Natural Resources"
C.J.O.R. Radio Theatre, "What is Happening to the Business Boom"
Canadian Agricultural Economics Society, "The Role of Hypotheses in Economic Research Methodology"
Community Planning Association of Canada, "How Can We Increase the Supply of Low-Cost Housing?"
U.B.C. Extension, "J.M. Keynes"
Vancouver C.C.F., "What's Happening to Morals Today?"
"Wenner-Gren's Monorail"

A.4.5 1958 Lectures  4-26 to 29
Nelson Chamber of Commerce, "B.C.'s Economic Prospects"
U.B.C. Alma Mater Society, Leadership Conference
U.B.C. Alumni Branch, Seattle, "America's Stake in Canada"
Vancouver Real Estate Board, "The State of the Nation's Business in 1958 and How It Affects the Real Estate Business in British Columbia"

A.4.6 1959 Lectures  4-30 to 33
Credit Union Managers, "Economic Outlook for 1959-60"
The Fellowship of Reconciliation, "The Cost of Canada's Defense Effort"
Prince George Historical Society, "B.C.'s Dependence on its Resources"
West Vancouver Liberal Association, "Power and Natural Resource Policy"

A.4.7 1960 Lectures  4-34 to 36
Canadian-U.S. Relations Conference, "Economic Problems"
"The Columbia River Agreement"
Lipsey Seminar, "Methods of the Gordon Report"

A.4.8 1961 Lectures  4-37 to 38
B.C. Conference on Unemployment
"Canada's Energy Policy: Policy for Crude Oil"

A.4.9 1962 Lectures  4-39 to 47
B.C. Federation of Labour, "Implications for the Canadian Economy"
Canadian Institute of Forestry, "An Economic Framework for Choosing Among Land Uses"
Liberal Association, "The Real Economic Issues Facing Canada"
U.B.C. Extension, "Public Issues Facing B.C.: Management of Resources"
Vancouver Board of Trade, Annual Conference, "Economic Forecast for 1963"
Vancouver Board of Trade, "Columbia River Agreement"
Vancouver Board of Trade, "Mica Dam"
The Vancouver Institute, "River Basins: National Pawns or International Wealth?"
"Water Resource Development: An Addendum"
A.4.10 1963 Lectures 4-48 to 62
B.C. Natural Resources Conference
C.B.C., "Business Progress in 1963 and Prospects in 1964"
C.B.C. T.V., "Columbia River Agreement"
Canadian Institute of International Affairs, "The Coming Struggle for the Ocean"
Community Chest and Councils of the Greater Vancouver Area, "Population Planning and Birth Control"
Fifth National Joint Labour-Management Seminar
Forecast for 1963
Industrial Development Commission of Greater Vancouver, "The Impact of International Trade on B.C.'s Economy"
Institute of Engineers, "Water Power Evaluation"
International Law Association, "Fisheries Treaties"
National Productivity Council, "Problems and Solutions for B.C.'s Economy"
Review of, "Scarcity and Growth: the Economics of Natural Resource Availability"
"The Twelve-Mile Fishing Limit"
U.B.C. Extension, "Growth and Unemployment"

A.4.11 1964 Lectures 4-63 to 65
B.C. Natural Resources Conference, "Who is to Make Resource-Use Decisions?"
Books Reviews
Ontario Taxation Committee, "Taxation of Natural Resource Industries"

A.4.12 1965 Lectures 4-66
Federal Finance

A.4.13 1968 Lectures 4-67
Review, Krutilla's "The Columbia River Treaty"

A.4.14 1970 Lectures 4-68
Economics Curriculum Conference, "The Need for Economic Knowledge"

BOX 5

A.5 Subject Files, 1964-80

A.5.1 York University Sabbatical, 1963-64 5-1
Includes receipts, a contract with York, and correspondence arranging Scott's sabbatical.

A.5.2 Scott's Publication, 1978-82 5-2 to 4
Includes correspondence regarding the possible publication of Scott's
"Collected Papers". Each of the files is coded: F.1, F.2, F.3. Arranged by Scott's coded numbers.

A.5.3 Conferences and Commissions, 1979-81 5-5 to 11
Includes correspondence regarding various commissions. The file regarding the U.S.S.R. visit of 1980 (file D.10) was cancelled due to outbreak of the Afghanistan War. Each of the files is coded: D.9, D.10, D.18, D.20. Also includes records relating to Scott's 1986 visit to China. Arranged by Scott's code numbers.

A.6 Letters of Reference, 1970-86 5-12 to 23
Includes correspondence regarding various letters of reference for Scott's students. Arranged in alphabetical order in an "A" to "Z" sequence.

BOX 11

A.7 Outgoing Correspondence, 1985-86 Vol. 1
Copies of Scott's outgoing correspondence from October 8, 1985 to July 28, 1986.

(continued)

BOX 6

B. COURSE NOTES, 1942-1965

Includes lecture notes of courses taken as a student at U.B.C., Harvard and London School of Economics. Also includes lecture notes taken while on sabbatical at Cambridge University in 1959-60. Arranged in chronological order.

B.1 U.B.C. Undergraduate Courses, 1942-47
Includes courses taken, essays, research used for B.A. thesis, and the speech used for the McGoun Cup in debating.

B.1.1 Economics 2: Economic History, 1942 6-1
B.1.2 Economics 5: Government Finance, 1945 6-2
B.1.3 Economics 12: Statistics, 1945 6-3
B.1.4 Government 5: Canadian Government, 1945 6-4
B.1.5 Government 425: Problems of the Pacific, 1946-47 6-5
B.1.6 Economics 8: Advanced Economic Theory, 1946-47 6-6
B.1.7 Economics 3: Economics of Labour, 1946-47 6-7
B.1.8 Government 6: International Law, 1947 6-8
B.1.9 Economics 325: Labour Problems, 1947 6-9
B.1.10 French 3c, 1946 6-10
B.1.11 Undergraduate Essays, ca1942-47 6-11

B.2 Harvard Graduate Courses, 1947-49
Courses taken by Scott while studying for his M.A.

B.2.1 Agriculture 271a, 1947-48 6-12
B.2.2 Economics 101b: Economic Theory, 1947-48 6-13
B.2.3 Economics 121a: Theory of Economic Statistics, 1947-48 6-14
B.2.4 Economics 121b: Theory of Economic Statistics, 1947-48 6-15 to 16
B.2.5 Economics 133a: Economic History, 1947-48 6-17
B.2.6 Economics 141a: Principles of Money and Banking, 1947-48 6-18 to 20
B.2.7 History of Economic Thought, 1948 6-21
B.2.8 Economics 281a: Labour Economics, 1948 6-22
B.2.9 Economics 202a: Theory of a Firm, 1948-49 6-23
B.2.10 Economics 251a: Public Finance and Taxation, 1948-49 6-24 to 25

BOX 7

B.2.11 Economics 271: Economics of Agriculture, 1948-49 7-1
B.2.12 Economics 245b: Business Cycles, 1949 7-2

B.3 London School of Economics Graduate Courses, 1949-52
Courses taken by Scott while studying for his Ph.D.

B.3.1 Notes on Natural Resources, 1949-52 7-3
Includes notes, correspondence and newspaper clippings.
B.3.2 Robbins Seminars, 1952 7-4
Includes mimeographed hand-outs of seminar presentations.
B.3.3 J.E. Meade Seminars on Federalism, 1952 7-5
Includes mimeographed hand-outs of seminar presentations, class notes, newspaper clippings and one letter from an economist at The Florida State University.
B.3.4 Research for Ph.D. Thesis, 1953 7-6 to 7
Includes pamphlets, articles, maps and newspaper clippings used in thesis.
B.4 Cambridge University Sabbatical, 1959-60
   Notes of lectures attended while at Cambridge.

B.4.1 Dobb Lectures on Welfare Economics, 1959 7-8
B.4.2 Kahn Lectures on Economic Development, 1959 7-9
B.4.3 Goodwin Lectures, 1960 7-10
B.4.4 Roy Lectures on Mathematics for Economists, 1959-60 7-11
B.4.5 Stone Lectures on Dynamic Systems and Models, 1960 7-12

B.5 University of Chicago Sabbatical, 1965 7-13
   Notes and articles of lectures taken on Economics 371: The Theory of
   International Trade.

C. LECTURE NOTES, 1949-88

   Arranged by course number.

C.1 London School of Economics

BOXES 8, 9, 10, 11

C.2 U.B.C

BOX 12

C.3 Extension Courses
   Includes course outlines, lecture notes and correspondence arranging courses.

C.3.1 Community Planning Course, 1955
C.3.3 Institute of Chartered Accountants of B.C., 1957
C.3.4 Institute of Fisheries: Fisheries Economics, 1957
C.3.5 Engineers' Course: B.C. Economy, 1958
C.3.6 Public Finance for Provincial Civil Servants, 1961
C.3.7 Engineers' Course: Trends and Structure of the Canadian Economy, 1961

(continued)
BOXES 12 TO 22

D. RESEARCH PROJECTS

   Includes projects and consultations

(continued)

BOX 23

E. U.B.C. ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEES

E.1 President's Report re: Student Enrollment, 1953-54
   Includes research notes, methodology, correspondence and a draft of the final report.

E.2 Senate Committee on Courses with Large Enrollments, 1954-55
   Includes correspondence, research and a draft of the committee's report.

E.3 Committee to Consider a Division of the Faculty of Arts and Science, 1962
   Includes notes, minutes and correspondence of the committee.

(continued)

F. DESK DIARIES, 1958-1983

   Diaries mark Scott's daily appointment schedule.

F.1 Diary, 1958-59

F.2 Diary, 1961-62

F.3 Diary, 1962-63

F.4 Diary, 1965

F.5 Diary, 1967
F.6 Diary, 1968
F.7 Diary, 1969
F.8 Diary, 1972
F.9 Diary, 1973
F.10 Diary, 1974
F.11 Diary, 1975
F.12 Diary, 1978
F.13 Diary, 1980  [2 volumes]
F.14 Diary, 1981
F.15 Diary, 1982
F.16 Diary, 1983

G. MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS

G.1 High School Reports, 1936-41
    Includes report cards, and two B.C. Department of Education exams for 1940.

G.2 U.B.C. Assistant Appointments, 1943-46
    Includes two letters accepting Scott as an assistant in the Department of
    Economics, Political Science and Sociology.

G.3 Undergraduate Research, 1946-48  [2 folders]
    Includes newspaper clippings on the 1946 strike by the International
    Typographical Union against The Vancouver Daily Province. The research
    was used by Scott for his B.A. thesis.

G.4 McGoun Cup Debate, 1946
    Includes copy of speech, notes and newspaper clippings announcing the
    debate. Scott was a member of the U.B.C. debating team that participated in
Scott argued for the negative side for the topic, "Resolved that the Dominion Government should undertake to guarantee the provision of suitable employment at all times for all persons able and willing to work."

(continued)

BOX 23 (cont.)

PUBLICATIONS

23-25 A note on grants in federal countries Nov. 1950
23-26 Scott: Federal and regional papers 1950-85 [2 folders] [removed from binder]
23-27 Bibliography of applications of math. statistics to economics, 1943-49 1951
23-28 Federal grants and resource allocation December 1952 [originally in file 23-27]
23-29 Notes on user cost June 1953
23-31 The fishery: Objectives of sole ownership April 1955
23-32 Scott – Natural resource papers 1955-85 [3 folders] [removed from binder]

BOX 24

24-1 National wealth & natural wealth August 1956
24-2 Traders’ behaviour in the market period 1956
24-3 Canada’s reproducible wealth August 1957
24-4 Resourcefulness and responsibility May 1958
24-5 Optimal utilization & the control of fisheries 1958
24-6 “The economics of the primary industries of British Columbia” – The Engineering Institute of Canada, Vancouver Branch – includes 3 chapters by Anthony Scott 1958
24-7 Policy for crude oil May 1961
24-8 Economics of regulating fisheries June 1961
24-9 Equitable compensation in international river basin development December 1961
24-10 The Columbia Riv. Agreement 1961
24-11 Government policy & the public lands 1961
24-12 Development of the extractive industries  February 1962
24-13 Electrical energy prices in British Columbia  1962
24-14 An economic framework for choosing among land uses  March 1963
24-15 Banff business policies conference on Canadian economic survival – 13-16 Sept. 1963
Volume 1 “Working paper on the relation of growth to survival” by A.D. Scott
Volume 7 “Summary of the proceedings”
24-16 Financing resource devt.  January 1964
24-17 Scott, Economic research in Canada [The Canadian political science association and the encouragement of economic research]  November 1964
24-18 Progress in economic evaluation of natural resource projects  December 1964
24-19 Economic goals of federal finance  1964
24-20 Food & the world fisheries situation  1964
24-21 Policy for declining regions: a theoretical approach  January 1965
24-22 Valuation of game resources: some theoretical aspects  May 1965
24-23 Fisheries development & national economic development  November 1965
24-24 Welfare implications of emigration of human capital  1965
24-25 Political economy of federalism  1965
24-26 International flow of human capital  May 1966

BOX 25

25-1 Immigration of scientists & engineers to the U.S., 1949-61  August 1966
25-2 International migration of Canadian economists  August 1966
25-3 Resources & energy  October 1966
25-4 Economic decisions about pollution control – Graham/Scott  1966
25-5 The cost of U.S. college student exchange programs  1966
25-6 Recruitment & migration of Canadian social scientists  November 1967
25-7 Federal policy directions in the management of natural resources in Canada 1967
25-8 Theory of the mine under conditions of certainty  1967
25-9 Determinants of migration – the highly skilled  1967
25-10 International flow of human capital: reply  June 1968
25-11 The economist and the “new” conservation  1968
25-12 Conservation – Economic aspects  1968
25-13 International movement of human capital: Canadian economists  August 1969
25-14 Review of Krutilla’s “Columbia River Treaty”  November 1969
25-15 Investing and protesting  November-December 1969
25-17 Implications for the environment of regional development  November 1970
25-19 Problem of achieving efficient regulation of a fishery  1970
25-20 Economic effects of changing technology & population in a hostile climate  1970
25-21 Economic obstacles to marine development  1970
25-23 Comment on “Canadian nationalism, Americanization & scholarly values”  May 1972
25-24 The defense of federalism, or the attack on unitary government  December 1972
25-25 Notes on a western viewpoint  1972
25-26 Water management in Ont. – An economic evaluation of public policy...  1972-74
25-27 Fisheries, pollution & Canadian-American transnational relations  August 1974
25-28 Diagramatic microeconomic theory of income distribution & redistribution (with Breton) [revision of rejected article in file 25-22?]  May 1975
25-29 Shearer & Scott – Forest policy [Some sources of inefficiency in forest policy]  1975
25-31 Economist & federalism in environmental management  1976
25-32 Revolutionary tradition in Canadian & American security: economic aspects  1976
25-33 Transfrontier pollution and institutional choice  1976
25-34 Transfrontier pollution: are new institutions necessary?  1976
25-35 Breton-Scott book  1976-78

BOX 26

26-1 Some economic perspectives of persistent pollutants  January 1977
26-2 How much centralization  March 1977
26-3 The I.J.C. after 5 years  July 1977
26-4 Breton/Scott, The assignment problem – I.E.A. Conference, Turin, Italy  1977
26-5 The cost of compulsory log trading  1977
26-6 Book review: “Structure and properties of a wilderness travel simulator”...  1977
26-7 Resource rent: how much and for whom 1977
26-8 Who should get natural resource revenues 1977
26-9 A.D. Scott – Central government claims to mineral revenues 1978
26-10 An economic approach to the federal structure 1978
26-11 Is the government the guardian of future generations? 1978
26-12 Management of oil & gas resources in Alberta: an economic evaluation of public policy 1978
26-14 The economics of student fees by G. Rosenbluth and A.D. Scott July 1979
26-15 A.D. Scott – Development of economic theory on fisheries regulation July 1979
26-16 AOS paper: The rationale for regional policies August 1979
26-17 Constituent assemblies and the assignment of functions 1979
26-18 Conditions for cooperation on joint projects by independent jurisdictions – R.A. Jones, P.H. Pearse and A.D. Scott May 1980
26-19 Costs of learning about the environmental damage of mining projects 1980
26-20 Divided jurisdiction over natural resource revenue 1980
26-21 Breton & Scott 1980 – Assigning functions 1980-81
26-22 Canada in fiscal conflict: Resources and the West March 1981
26-23 Economic analysis of timber values, Windy Bay / Dodge Ecological Preserve proposals – Queen Charlotte Islands 1981
26-24 Royal Commission 1982-84

BOX 27

27-1 Regulation and the location of jurisdictional powers: the fishery 1983
27-2 Mining theory 1983-93
27-3 Fish /Theory 1983-94
27-5 Economics of fisheries management – Munro & Scott 1985
27-6 Bloss & Scott – Interprovincial competition 1985
27-7 Economics of water export policy 1985
27-8 Fisheries 1986
27-10 ADS Seminar papers 1986-87
27-11 Fish : Papers [“Fisheries”] 1986-96
27-12 Environment & planning 1987
27-13 Tax harmonization in the comparison of federal and other states 1987
27-14 Wiseman and Scott on federalism  1987-91

BOX 28

28-1 The Canada-American problem of acid rain   1988
28-3 Development of property in the fishery   1988
28-4 Bjorndal [& Scott] – Prisoners dilemma   1988
28-5 ADS: Tasmania paper on ITQs   1989
28-6 Moscow conference   1989-90
28-7 Toronto law & economics meeting – Where did water rights come from? 1990
28-8 [Public ownership of timberlands – Gaffney]  1990-91
28-9 Scott: Piecemeal decentralization   1991
28-11 International water marketing: Nations, agencies or individuals? May 1992
28-12 Scott & Pearse: Natural resources in a high-tech economy   1992
28-13 Water export  1992
28-14 Obstacles to fishery self gov’t   1993
28-15 “Innovations in fisheries management” – includes “The first steps and the next steps in fisheries economics” by Anthony Scott  1993
28-17 Yellowknife mining rights conference  September 1996
28-19 [Mining rights article and comments]  1996
28-20 [Forestry]  1996
28-21 Free Mining  1997
28-24 Pedigree of fishery economics   2011
28-25 Fraser water rights  [n.d.]
28-25a CD [contains electronic copies and drafts of Scott’s post-1980 writings, including his collaboration with Breton]
UBC ADMINISTRATION (cont.)

President’s Advisory Committee on Campus Enhancement (PACCE)

28-26 PACCE I – Campus Development Committee 1998-2007 [3 folders]
28-27 PACCE II 2003-07 [3 folders]

BOX 29

29-1 PACCE III 2007-12 [4 folders]

Department of Economics – Programme in Natural Resource Economics

29-2 Report to the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council December 1978
29-4 [Fisheries Group] 1980-85

CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)

Subject Files (cont.)

Round Table Club

29-5 Round Table Club 1975-2005
29-6 Round Table Club 2013

Transfrontier Pollution Group – OECD

29-7 TFP [Trans Frontier Pollution] @ OECD to 1976 1973-75 [2 folders]
29-8 TFP – Are new institutions necessary? 1974 [2 folders]
29-9 TFP 1974

Retirement

29-10 “Phased-out retirement” 1986-88 [2 folders]
29-11 A.D. Scott Retirement Party February 1989 [removed from binder] [includes photographs]
29-13  “Second careers” – Alice Nakamura  1999-2000
29-14  [Aging / retirement misc.]  2006-09

MISCELLANEOUS (cont.)

Tributes/Obituaries for colleagues

29-16  Max Corden / Harry Johnson [obituaries]  1977
29-17  Obituaries – Lane, Guldie, Scott  1984-2011
29-18  Goldie  2012

Awards and Honours

29-19  Guelph LL.D.  1980

BOX 30

30-1  Innis-Gerin Medal  1987
30-2  ADS’ UBC hon. degree  1992  [includes photographs]
30-3  Conf 1992 medal / Medal QE II 2012

Biography

30-4  Travels [“Log of the yacht ‘Mary Beth’”]  July 1948  [includes photographs]
30-5  Bella Coola Chilcotin Journal – W.T.L. writing  August 1948  [includes photographs]
30-6  Jokes and quotes  [n.d.]
30-7  Book covers – including Holy Bible with clipping and quote  [n.d.]

BOX 31

LECTURE NOTES (cont.)

31-1  [Economics 100], 1973-1988
31-2  [Economics 200], 1971
31-3  [Economics 308/309], 1988-1989
31-4  [Economics 550], 1977
31-5  [Economics 571/572], 1985
31-6  COMPS: Natural Resources and Public Finance [PhD Exams], 1985-1986

RESEARCH PROJECTS (cont.)

31-7  [A. D. Scott Undergraduate Thesis], 1946 or 1947
31-8  PhD Thesis, 1953
31-9  [Thesis Draft], 1952
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